ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES
Academic Support Center, North Mankato
7222
Academic Support Center, Faribault
5847
Dirksen, Ann........7496
Hardwick, Elaine....7413
Karstad, Kelly......7339/(507) 389-7339
Math Center, .......7254
Moran, Trisha.......7395
Mucha, Susan........7453
Oleson, Connie......7254
Rosen, Jessica......5897
Slotemaker, Michael.7242
Kitzberger, Shelly..7497
Schloesser, Brad....7263
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING AND DESIGN
Steinke, Julie......7260
ART
Johnson, Michelle...7396
Mulder, Lu...........7396
Taylor, Wes..........7213
AUTO BODY AND COLLISION TECHNOLOGY
Boddy, Dan..........7215
Marquardt, Ray......7236
Winters, Jay.........7455
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
Altmann, Darin......7232
Brady, Jim..........7302
Marquardt, Ray......7236
BIOLOGY
Guyer, Renee........7438
Schoeder, Shawn....7291
Steck, Sue..........7458
BOOK STORE
Anderson, Cheryl....7346
Bookstore, North Mankato7221
Bookstore, Faribault5812
Hobson, Katie.......7344
Miller, Nona........7345
BUSINESS OFFICE
Adams, Stephanie...7352
Carlson, Emily......7227
Rieke, Lisa.........7397
Sampson, Donna....7287
Sandoval, Brianda..7393
Traxler, Roxy.......7470
Van Thuyne, Kari...7340
CARPENTRY
Brokl, David.........5891
Paddock, Mark.......5842
CENTER FOR BUSINESS & INDUSTRY
Baumann, Emma.....7486
CBI Receptionist, Registration
7203/(507) 331-4290
Daschner, Sherri....7418
Eastham, Bob........7329
Knutson, Brian.....7387
Mescchke, Terry.....5868
Ross, Kayla.........5821
Scherer, Cindy......7203/5834
Stading, Tanja......7392
Welin, Alison.......7295
Weller, Eric.........7319
Weston, Terry.......7425
Weston, Robert......7320
CENTER FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING EXCELLENCE
Brueske, Juliann....7382
Johnson, Kim.......7270
Prantner, Wendy....7312
CENTER OF AGRICULTURE
Compart, Natalie....7301
Danielson, Marsha..7426
Drash, Tracy........7435
Schloesser, Brad....7263
CHEMISTRY
Neufelder, Teresa...7437
CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Stencel, Jay........7356
COMMUNICATIONS
Allen, Sarah........7368
Edwards, Dave......5830
Murphy, Tracy......7322
COMMUNITY SOCIAL SERVICE
Salmon, Deb.........7399
Whitmore, Wayne....7400
COMPUTER CAREERS
Buda, Pawel........7485
Burns, John........7411
COPY SHOP
Geiger, Jane........7376
CULINARY ARTS
Broughton, Michael..7229
Kliwer, Lizbeth.....7431
DENTAL ASSISTING
Dumdei, Jenny.......5897
Thalberg, Katie.....7483
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Michel, Lynn........7325
Schweim, Pam........7467
Stanford, Darci.....5827

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Danielson, Marsha...7426
Furan, Lisa.........7378

ECONOMICS
Friedman, Mark......7465

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
Weller, Carie.........7216

ENGLISH
Brooks, Becky.......7366
Cronn-Mills, Kirstin7297
Labairon, Cassandara.7255
Magnus, Amy........7407
Miller, Connie......7262
Reinhard, John......5869
Schmidt, Ray........7422
Wells, Lucinda......5807

ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES
McMahill, Cheiron...7436

FACILITIES - FARIBAULT
Sanders, Rick.......5826
Terrell, Joe........5826

FACILITIES - NORTH MANKATO
Berndt, Russ.........7214
McKenna, Mark......5826

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCE
Beiswanger, Ramona..7282

FARM BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Augustin, Brad......(507) 426-8355
Beckman, Ira.........(612) 756-2843
Kinsley, Eric.......5813
LeBrun, Tina.........7391
Oftedahl, Myron....(320) 864-3378
Reeser, Denise......7299
Roesler, Al........(507) 526-2894
Roiger, Brent.......7304
Schoper, Wayne......(507) 794-4241
Schroeder, Jason....7406
Schultz, Jeff........5837
Schwiger, Robin......(507) 327-6160
Uhlenkamp, Pam.....7288
Wehe, Mark..........5836

FINANCIAL AID
Dinse, Jayne........7269/(507) 389-7269
Hardy, Laura........5802
Scheffler, Bonnie...7338

FOOD SERVICE
McCorquodale, Judy..7229
Schmidt, Laura......7363
Swedberg, Sue......7279

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
McMahill, Cheiron...7436

FOUNDATION - FARIBAULT
Rockman, Shelly.....5808

FOUNDATION - N. MANKATO
Aanenson, Erin......7342
Broadbent Johnson, Martha7446

GEOGRAPHY
Hueper, Katie.......7374
Sparrow, Cindy......7410

GRANTS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
Danielson, Marsha..7426

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS
Bednar, Helen.......7281
Bigbee, Gale.........7283

HEALTH UNIT COORDINATOR
Attenberger, Laura..7494

HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING, AND REFRIGERATION
Huxford, Todd.......7230
Schmit, Jay..........7273

HISTORY
Wendelberger, Jay...7401

HUMAN RESOURCES
Darling, Eileen.......7234
Gates, Stephanie.....7277
Groebner, Jen........7292

I.T. SERVICES
Cownie, Brodie.....7398

ITV / COMET / METNET
Andersen, Heidi....7370
Erickson, Bill.......7212

INTENSIVE CARE PARAMEDIC TECHNICIAN
Gahler, Lisa.......7306
Oelslager, Laurie..7306
Stoermann, Shawn...7248

LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES
Haroldson, Erin.....7249
Kurtz, Rick...........7369

LIBRARY
Biedermann, Heather.7223
DeMarce, Kim.......7251
Garlinska, Ala......5884
Howell-Rouchka, Kelly5883
Library, Faribault..5883
Library, North Mankato7245

MACHINE TOOL TECHNOLOGY
Block, Bill.........(507) 331-4295
DeVries, Chris......7487
Morgan, Jon.........7252

MAINTENANCE
Berndt, Russ.......7214
Carlson, Brian.....7214
Ewert, Scott........7214
Idle, Farhiya.......7214
Joerg, Bob.........7214
Kliwer, Curt.......7214
McKenna, Mark.....5826
Miller, Tim.........7358
Rabenhorst, Rebecca.7214
Schmidt, Jerry.....7214
Terrell, Joe....5826

MARKETING MANAGEMENT
Narjes, Shayne.....7275

MARKETING AND PUBLIC
RELATIONS
Danielson, Marsha...7426
Lynch, Alyssa......7495
Megaw, Shelly......7289
Monacelli, Deborah..7492
Pottenger, Steve....7256
Rahe, Scott..........7258

MATHEMATICS
Braswell, Ben......7420
Eliason, Arlene.....5831
Gilmore, Dave.......5811
Haskins, Michael....7323
Kim, Hok.............7237
Priem, Ashley......7347
Van Slyke, Linda....7432

MECHATRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Goff, Alex...........7498
Hines, Dean..........5863
Laven, Doug.........7460

MEDICAL ASSISTANT
High, Cristen.......7332

MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIAN
Hohenstein, Stacy..7461
Smesrud, Cathy......5851

NURSING
Beert, Mindy.........7481
Benson, Annette.....7317
Brewer, Margaret....7482
Gullickson, Rebecca.7300
Kodet, Laurie.......5834
Mettler, Andrea.....7341
Morntensen-Klimpel, Candy7479
Nursing, Adjunct Phone7473
Ongie Jindra, Jennifer5825
Quam, Joan..........5861
Quint, Heather......7430
Thompson, Liz.......7307

OFFICE ADMINISTRATION AND TECHNOLOGY
Hood-Hiller, Lori...7265
Miller, Becky.......5873

PHILOSOPHY
Dershem, Kurt.......7421

PHYSICS
Soost, Jerry.......7333

PRESIDENT’S OFFICE
Jameson, Susan.....7211
Parker, Dr. Annette.7207/5801

PRODUCTION CENTER
Production Center, Faribault 5822

PSYCHOLOGY
Greathouse, Jane....7408

READING
Selbach, Deborah....7439

REGISTRATION
Brooks, Chris.......7250
Calderon, Drea......5838
DeLaCruz, Dawn.....7334
Lovstad, Kris........7394
Melchior, Lisa.......7298
Schoessser, Deann..7354

RESEARCH AND INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
Anderson, Tim.......7441
Brown, Dr. Narren...7462
Danberry, Beth......7442
McAdam, Tracy.......5810
Nyanchoka, Andrew..7272

SECONDARY RELATIONS
Johnson, Bridget.....7235
Mortvedt, Roxy.....7327

SECURITY
Kielas, Steve.......(507) 720-8440
Nelson, Patrick.....(507) 720-8440
Piontek, Bob.......(507) 995-1419
Walton, Cole.......(507) 995-1419

SOCIOLOGY

STUDENT AFFAIRS
Endres, Judy.......7351
Laven, Candy........7225
Sietsema, Andrea....5824
Swanson, Madalynn..7452
Walters, Kim.......7286
Woods-Nord, Kelcey..7466

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
Ballstadt, Candace..5852
Emerson, Nicole.....5898
Spencer, Jesse.......7335
Yingst, Brian.......7390

STUDENT AND ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Burt, Dr. DeAnna....7228
Miller, Becky......7210

TRIO
Bourne, Jana.......7459
Leech, Linda.......7477
Rossow, Andrea.....7381
Sabrie, Abdi.......7257
Winberg, Neil.......5819

VA REPRESENTATIVE
Schrader, David.....7448

WELDING
Smith, John.........5823
Smith, Craig.......7468